BUFT holds English Forum

Department of English of BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) has organized a three day-long English Teachers’ Forum (Spring 2016). Vice Chancellor of the university on Monday officially inaugurated the event at its auditorium. It will continue till March 23, a press release said.

With the theme 'Revisiting Language Pedagogy in the Classroom', the forum will address important aspects of English language pedagogy in the classroom in the context of Bangladesh with a view to ensuring research based innovative teaching in the language classroom.

Two session on 'Integrating four skills in the teaching of writing' and 'Brainstorming and clustering as prewriting techniques' were held on Monday.

Topics such as Icebreaking and Presentation, Speaking practices in the classroom for real life communication, Preparing, polishing and delivering a presentation, Practice of listening skill in a classroom at tertiary level, Teaching/learning techniques for practicing listening skills in the classroom and Teaching English through visual media will be discussed at the upcoming sessions. All the sessions of the Forum is open for all.